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ABSTRACT

From the early days of the Internet to the present day, the World Wide Web has developed into one of the world's largest information resources. One of the first genres of web pages, which was also one of the first information resources, was the Personal Home Page (PHP). Over this same period of time, professional football in England has created the world's richest league and by extension an abundance of football related PHPs. This book investigates the role of the PHP as an information resource using the subject area of professional football in England.

A holistic approach is taken so as to view the PHP from a broader context, as one information resource amongst many, including non-PHPs and even offline information resources (e.g. reference books). Within this work, football fans are interviewed along with web authors, surveys are carried out (by distributing both online and offline questionnaires) and research is also carried out online, examining football related PHPs and online web collaborations.

Results suggest that whilst there are many informational benefits to be found on PHPs, such as plentiful unique information, they have low levels of use amongst football fans. The work concludes by proposing an avenue to the maximisation of the informational benefit of PHPs through a blueprint for a type of communal football website called the Club Community Composite Page (CCCP).

Overall, several contributions are made to the field of information science, most notably attaining an improved understanding of PHPs as unique and accurate information providers online and devising new research methods for PHP research. In particular, the method of identification of PHPs developed here will be a useful tool for future researchers of PHPs. The contributions of this work are likely to be of value to researchers working in relevant sub-fields of information science, such as information seeking, web genres, grey literature and virtual communities.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

When the World Wide Web first came to being, it was primarily a means of making information easily available and accessible. Since then, it has developed many other uses, such as a real time communications medium (video-conferencing on the web), a sales point (e-commerce) and even the world's largest electronic playground (online gaming). However, the web's first role helped it achieve its status as one of the world's largest information resources. One aspect of this resource, is the Personal Home Page (PHP)-a website which represents the point of view of one individual (de Saint-Georges, 1997). At the same time, the popularity of professional English football has grown, with the Premier League achieving the status of the world's richest single league (BBC Website 2006d). In these terms, this book aims to examine the role of the PHP as an information source within the field of professional football in England.¹

1.2 The Personal Home Page (PHP)

The PHP is an entity that has attracted various kinds of interest from numerous fields. From an academic point of view, the PHP has been used from the very beginning (e.g. Koch's Personal Homepage 1993), as a portal to the individuals who created them for both work and non-work purposes. Initially the computing department's plaything, soon it was available to all academic staff, and then students. At the time of writing

¹ The subject area for the case study in this study was the top four professional leagues in England. It is acknowledged that over the years, Welsh teams have played in these divisions. However, so as to differentiate from the semi-professional Principality Welsh Premier League, this subject area is referred to as the professional English leagues (and numerous variants thereof) without the term “Wales” included.
(but also for the foreseeable future), millions of PHPs exist, in various forms and guises.

Once so many PHPs were created, it was inevitable that the PHP would be looked into further, examined and researched. PHP research has been ongoing now for over 10 years. Investigations have been carried out within numerous academic fields of interest, including computer science (e.g. Hoff and Mundhenk 2001), librarianship (e.g. Haines 1999), information science (e.g. Thelwall 2002), psychology (e.g. Joinson and Banyard 2002), education (e.g. Arnold and Miller 2000) and journalism (e.g. Dominick 1999) to name but a few. However, even though the interest spans many fields, there has not been a great deal of in-depth research carried out and there are still many gaps in our knowledge of the PHP. It would not have been unreasonable to expect more to have been known by this stage about PHPs as a whole, particularly their role as an information resource and the information available on them. This study aims to go some way in providing some potentially invaluable insight into this feature of PHPs.

In addition to this, a secondary though still potentially very beneficial and insightful aspect of this study is the examination of various aspects of the information seeking behaviour of football fans who follow the teams in the top four English leagues. There are, quite literally, millions of football fans in the United Kingdom alone and the English leagues have a reach way beyond their own borders. This is especially true presently, with football teams making a special effort to extend the range of their appeal with summer tours to the United States and the Far East. Traditionally, the fans of these teams, both inside and outside the UK, have been restricted to the more traditional media in order to find out about their football clubs, including most notably the newspaper, the television and the radio. Nowadays, with the explosion of the web and all that comes with it, the availability of information concerning any professional football team has grown significantly, even more so in England (with the English language being the most popular language on the Internet). This makes such a study interesting from more than one perspective. From an information science perspective, it is interesting to see the information seeking behaviour of people who are not seeking information for professional purposes (e.g. as librarians or physicists would) and look at the role played by the web in providing a medium for this information. Furthermore, it is useful for those involved in the football industry to see not only how their fans behave when it comes to the acquisition of football relevant information,
1.3 Motivation for this Book

The main aspect of this book is the examination of PHPs as an information resource, with a particular focus on aspects of information found on them, but also people's perceptions of PHPs and the reasons behind them. There are many reasons why the study of PHPs is an interesting one. They are said to provide insight to numerous issues, including gender issues (Arnold and Miller 2000, Flanagan and Metzger 2003), self presentation (Wynn and Katz 1997, Papacharissi 2002a), interpersonal communication (Dominick 1999), web genres (Dillon and Gushrowski 2000) and grey literature (Thompson and Guistini 2006). This study however, is primarily concerned with their benefits in terms of information storage and dissemination.

Traditionally, supplying information has been an expensive and time consuming business. On a broad scale, parties and institutions which have supplied information have been motivated by money (e.g. newspapers, publishing houses) or other agendas, most notably political (e.g. governments) or religious (e.g. the church). With the advent of the web and the introduction of PHPs, the ability to supply information has been given to just about anyone with a computer and an Internet connection. As a result, people who create PHPs have the ability to fill in information "gaps" in subject areas where the traditional motivations or agendas are not present. As such, any well-founded study that provides additional insight into the workings of this information resource is of value.

It also can be argued, that in a certain sense, PHPs are a resource created out of nothing. The fact that ordinary people spend time making information freely available for other people is hugely beneficial for information consumers, and particularly fascinating for information scientists as well as other information providers. In addition to the potential of filling informational gaps, the sheer scale of the information provided alone (i.e. in terms of numbers of PHPs available) makes it worthwhile to investigate this phenomenon further.

Meanwhile, using football as a case study, creates another series of interesting aspects that would be useful to look into, either directly or otherwise. Many studies have been carried out looking into the
informational behaviour of various groups of people. The titles often include broad groups such as scientists (e.g. Brown 1999), academics (e.g. Ocholla 1996), scholars and students (e.g. Bates 1996), but also more specific groups such as librarians (e.g. Schreiber and Moring 1997), mathematicians and physicists (e.g. Brown 1999), lawyers (e.g. Wilkinson 2001) and even members of parliament (e.g. Orton, Marcella and Baxter 2000). However, all these groups of people are either involved in professional occupations, or potentially involved in professional occupations (i.e. the students). In this book, the information related behaviour of the football fans is also being examined (as a result of the holistic approach being used), and this provides an insight into the informational behaviour of a group of people not normally investigated in this way. As this is an exploratory study, it will be difficult to use these results for direct comparison with studies of the "professional" groups. However, in the longer term this will help provide a new angle in the viewing of all information related studies. Indeed, to date, such studies which look at the information resources available to ordinary citizens, particularly from a football fan's point of view, have been very sparse.

Furthermore, an additional football related positive aspect of this book is its relative independence in terms of stakeholders. Such studies are often commissioned by bodies that have a vested interest in certain aspects of the field (e.g. businesses that are looking for ways to increase their revenue). In this instance, the study is purely the initiative of a football fan and without any reason to promote one group over another; the results of this study should help improve communication and interaction between all involved parties, not least between the clubs and their fans.

In academic terms, football as a field for information science studies is interesting because of its unusual information environment. This environment is a product of the various parties that are involved in football and the manner of their involvement. Firstly, the largest group (in terms of numbers of people) of interested parties is the collection of fans who have primarily an emotional investment in football (and sometimes a monetary one too). For the fans, football is not only an interest but often a way of life, with strong social implications. Secondly, there are the individuals involved in the performance of individual clubs, such as the directors, the players, the coaches and so on. Their involvement is slightly different, as they too have an emotional investment at some level, but naturally their predominant concern is (in most cases) the state of their individual careers. Thirdly, there are related businesses (such as the television companies,
clothes manufacturers), that have a financial interest either in the performance of a specific club (e.g. a club sponsor), or a financial interest in the well being of football as a whole (e.g. a football broadcaster). Finally, there are certain organisations that try to referee disputes between these parties, and whose role it is to look out for the interests of everyone involved (i.e. national governments and football associations). All of these parties take part in the absorption and dissemination of information concerning football, creating the aforementioned unusual information environment.

At the same time, with the growth of the Internet in recent years, an extra twist is now added with the relative ease of information exchange that the web has allowed between all the parties. Football fans themselves have a variety of types of sites which they use to publish information and communicate with each other (including the PHP), while those involved in football have their own sites (i.e. the club sites), as do the related businesses (e.g. British Sky Broadcasting) and the football associations. This, in combination with the fact that the English football industry is one of the largest in the world (Harding 2003, BBC Website 2006d) and that English is the primary language on the web, makes professional football in England a field which is particularly suited to such a study. Finally, in the longer term, projects such as this will provide data which will facilitate a better understanding of what football fans use in their search and consumption of information, including aspects of the web and PHPs. In the shorter term, this study provides a more specific direction which can be taken in order to improve the information seeking experiences of football fans in England and more specifically the use of PHPs. With the millions of PHPs online (Pickavet 2006, Riley 2005, Wired Magazine 2000, Lawrence and Giles 1999), and millions of individuals putting effort into the creation of sites for the benefit of others, without a systematic study, it is very difficult to say what the effects of these efforts are. If one takes the view that these sites are a "natural resource", (seeing as there was no concerted effort in initialising their creation), more studies should look into ways of harnessing the power of these PHPs.

**1.4 Aims and Objectives**

The main aim of this study was to investigate the role of the PHP as an information resource with the view to making a recommendation for improvements that would help maximise the benefits gained by the efforts
put in by PHP and other web authors (as well as others active in the football Internet community). An attempt was made to understand the popularity of the PHP, what their users think of it, what they themselves offer, what they could potentially offer and what problems afflict them. In order to achieve this aim, a popular field was chosen where the web is heavily utilised and PHPs, their users (in the general public) and their potential users are readily available. A field which meets such criteria is professional football in England. Having selected a suitable field, an all round approach was taken, looking at all the ways in which fans acquire football related information and within this, the role of the PHP.

The specific objectives of this study were therefore:

1. To determine the tools and methods ordinary football fans use to acquire their "footballing" information.
2. To determine the reasons for which these tools and methods are used.
3. To determine the significance of the role played by the web in providing this "footballing" information.
4. To determine the significance of the role played by the PHP within the role of the web in providing this "footballing" information.
5. To determine whether, all in all, football fans are satisfied with the availability of "footballing" information.

And more specifically about PHPs:

6. To determine the number of sections that have instances of unique information available on football PHPs.
7. To determine the number of sections that have instances of archival storage on football PHPs.
8. To determine the degree of accuracy of the information available on football PHPs.
9. To determine the factors that have an effect on the availability and quality of PHPs.
10. To determine the perceptions that football fans have concerning PHPs.
11. To determine the causes behind the perceptions that football fans have of PHPs.
Having completed the research in order to meet these objectives, a recommendation was deemed suitable, and an additional objective was introduced:

12. To craft an outline for a communal site that can encourage web authors to work together in the creation of web pages for the online community.

1.5 Scope

In an attempt to meet the aims and objectives specified, this work examined certain aspects of information seeking behaviour and occasionally touched on information needs aspects (so as to give as complete a picture as possible). As this was a one-man project with coinciding constraints, it was not possible to look into all the aspects that might have been useful to this study (see 1.7 Limitations of this Study, p. 8, later in this chapter). Concerning PHPs, samples from the four top professional leagues in England were taken and indications of their representative nature have been given. The focus was on the content of the PHPs where the bulk of the information comes from non-PHPs (i.e. organisational and news sites). Non-PHPs were also looked at, though in less detail, to help ensure that key facts about football websites were not overlooked. Clearly, more studies could have been done, including studies where PHPs are the dominant form of information (on the web), but the chosen subject area, where there are varying amounts of information provided by the various groups (i.e. the amount of information available on the highest football division is not the same as that in the lowest division), is arguably the most useful.

1.6 Case Study

The chosen subject area for this research is the field of professional football in England. The benefits of this selection include having a good deal of data and also having more than just one "informational environment" (i.e. the four separate leagues). This includes the 92 professional football teams in the top four leagues (Premiership, Championship, League 1 and League 2) in England (though this also includes three teams based in Wales). The PHPs created about teams from the set of 92 were examined and the opinions of their fans were canvassed. This was felt necessary so as to be able to determine whether the position in the league had an effect on the type of sites available. Meanwhile, every
year, teams move up and down the divisions as they gain promotion or suffer relegation. For this study, the league tables used were primarily those of the 2004/05 football season. For the research carried out to meet objective 12, the 2006/07 league tables were used.

1.7 Limitations of this Study

As this study was primarily the work of one man, the scope of the research was limited in certain ways. All the limitations mentioned here are present because of resource constraints, primarily time.

One limitation of this study is its size. Interviews were conducted, questionnaires distributed and websites examined. The numbers of all three could have been increased to enhance the results further. Meanwhile, though every effort was made to ensure the sampling of all three data collection methods was as representative as possible, ultimately for feasibility related reasons, at times, trade-offs were made, and these must be taken into account when reading the results.

In terms of PHPs, the case which is examined in this book, is one where most of the information on the web is supplied by non-PHPs (dedicated football sites and news sites e.g. football365.com, BBC.co.uk). The other side of the spectrum is the instance where PHPs provide the majority of information on a topic. Though this study provides some coverage from this viewpoint, it is not the emphasis of the work. It is possible that there are subject areas where the majority of the information available on the web is provided by PHPs and in the longer term, it is the intention of the author to carry out such studies. However, this was deemed a more suitable starting point.

On a related note, another limitation is the fact that this work uses only one case study. Again to provide a more complete picture of the field of PHPs as a whole, it would be useful to look at a greater number of case studies in other subject areas, so as to have a greater perspective on the issues being examined. In the longer term, more case studies should be carried out.

1.8 Football Background

At the time of writing, the footballing information environment is rich in all the necessary aspects. There are great numbers of both football fans
and football PHPs. In the UK, according to one report, there are said to be 18 million football fans (Bradford and Reeve, 1997). Though there is no accurate number of football PHPs available, as already mentioned, the numbers of PHPs in general are said to be in the millions (Lawrence and Giles 1999, Riley 2005). The combination of millions of football fans, millions of PHPs and early investigations conducted as part of this research, all suggest that the number of football PHPs is sufficient.

Meanwhile, parts of the subject area (particularly the Premier League) can be considered "informationally saturated". There are several communication media which give constant daily coverage of the current state of affairs. These include newspapers (e.g. The Guardian, The Sun), football magazines (e.g. FourFourTwo, Shoot) television (e.g. Sky Sports 1), including dedicated sports news channels (e.g. Sky Sports News), websites (e.g. soccer.net, football365.com) and radio (e.g. Radio5Live) including dedicated sports stations (e.g. TalkSport). Whereas this suggests that perhaps the non-PHP football websites might have every fact of football covered (therefore making PHPs less important in informational terms), it also means that finding evidence to the contrary is more definitive. This section provides figures concerning the top four professional football leagues in England as a whole, but also certain figures categorised by league (i.e. each division separately). Though the figures provided do not cover one particular year, they are still illustrative of the differing amounts of information available (and general interest in) each of the leagues.

Most of the media have an abundance of football coverage. On the Internet at the time of writing, there are 2197 sites listed in the Open Directory website in the professional football categories, whilst Yahoo! has 746. On television in the UK, there are a multitude of channels (both terrestrial and satellite or cable)\(^2\) which have shown football matches (or clips of matches) from this field. In addition there are three (Sky Sports News, Eurosport News, Setanta Sports News) dedicated sports news channels, one of which (Sky Sports News) averages over 15 hours of football news

\(^2\) BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 are the terrestrial channels whilst other channels digitally available such as ITV4, British Eurosport, numerous SkySports channels (1, 2, 3, Extra as well as High Definition channels), numerous Setanta Sport channels, pay per view channels and club channels (e.g. MUTV, Chelsea TV, Arsenal TV) also show relevant football matches or clips of matches.
per day.\textsuperscript{3} On the radio, there are on average, 29 programmes per week about football.\textsuperscript{4} In the shops, there are at least three football magazines available in ordinary newsagents in London\textsuperscript{5}. More recently, various new forms of information delivery have also been introduced, (e.g. mobile Internet, live match broadcasts on the Internet) and such trends are set to continue as more football clubs turn into more business conscious institutions, fully concentrating on the image of their "brand".

Further evidence of the popularity of professional football in England is provided by the "financial attention" it receives. The Premiership is arguably the "richest" football league in the world, with 25\% of the European football industry (Harding 2003). In the list of the 20 richest\textsuperscript{6} football clubs in the world (2007/08 season), 6 are in the Premiership (Deloitte and Touche 2008).

Meanwhile, in terms of getting a variety of "informational environments", the chosen field has four divisions, each with a varying degree of public interest and attention. At the one end is the top division of professional football in England (the Premier League), where the concentration of information is at its peak and at the other end is League 2, which receives noticeably less coverage.

Table 1 has certain figures which can be used as a gauge to indicate the level of public interest in the leagues, as well as some informational coverage. It is clear from the table that the Premier League gets significantly more television coverage (at least in live televised matches) than any of the remaining leagues. The number of people attending the matches at the stadiums also appears to indicate that there is noticeable variation in the divisions. The final two columns on the right show the number of websites categorised per division on the Open Directory Project (Dmoz.org) and on the Yahoo! websites.

\textsuperscript{3} Based on the names of programmes with the word football in the title or description. Average in the month of September 2008 (exact figure: 15.57 hours per day).
\textsuperscript{4} A search for programmes containing the word football in the title was carried out and revealed 29 (exactly 29.5) programmes a week on average in the UK. The search was carried out in September 2008 (total number of shows was 118).
\textsuperscript{5} Three out of the following four football magazine were found in 10 London newsagents (10 newsagents were checked in total): FourFourTwo, Shoot (Monthly), Match Magazine, World Soccer.
\textsuperscript{6} Richest in terms of annual turnover
Table 1 Gauges of public interest in English professional football leagues for the 2003/04 season (television coverage, football match attendance and numbers of Internet websites from the Open Directory and Yahoo!).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Live Televised Matches (^7)</th>
<th>Average Attendance (^8)</th>
<th>Websites on Dmoz (^9)</th>
<th>Websites on Yahoo! (^10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premier League</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>34,900</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Championship</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15,908</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7,486</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5,389</td>
<td>387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here again, the indicators are also reinforced by football finances. In terms of nation-wide television coverage in the UK, British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB) and Setanta together paid £1.7 billion pounds for three years of Premiership matches (BBC Website 2005a), whilst only £110 million was paid for three years of coverage for the remaining three leagues (from BSkyB and ITV). Meanwhile the average player salaries (per annum) for the four divisions respectively in 2001-02 (Chaudhary 2003) were £600,000, £200,000, £70,000 and £42,000.

---

\(^7\) SkySports.com Website 2004.
\(^8\) StatMail (www.statmail.co.uk).
\(^9\) Premiership figures at: DMOZ Sports > Soccer > UEFA > England > FA Premiership
Division 1 figures at: DMOZ Sports > Soccer > UEFA > England > Football League > Division 1
Division 2 figures at: DMOZ Sports > Soccer > UEFA > England > Football League > Division 2
Division 3 figures at: DMOZ Sports > Soccer > UEFA > England > Football League > Division 3
All figures checked on 13/05/04.

\(^10\) Premiership figures at: YAHOO! Directory > Regional > Countries > United Kingdom > Recreation and Sport > Sport > Football > Leagues > Premiership
Remaining division figures at: YAHOO! Directory > Regional > Countries > United Kingdom > Recreation and Sport > Sport > Football > Leagues > Nationwide Leagues
All figures checked on 27/04/04.
1.9 Football Websites

Football information generally revolves around the teams or the football matches. The most sought after information involves player transfers, player injuries, incidents that took place during matches (goals, tactics, player performance), and reaction after the match. Another aspect of football information concerns the rumours, which cannot be verified and are often incorrect (if not completely fabricated). The football websites which provide all these bits of information are very plentiful.

The most popular sites used by football fans in the Premiership are the BBC website, followed by the SkySports website followed by the FA Premier League's own site (FA Premier League 2008). Official websites play a big role for football fans with 45% using them once a day (FA Premier League 2008). At the same time, newspaper websites play a substantial role as well, with 30% of Premiership fans visiting them “usually” (FA Premier League 2008).

Naturally, every team has an official website, which helps provide the team with its public image. The official site will provide the standard information about the club (as any business website) such as information about the players, facilities, directions to the club and so on. The site also has other uses, such as an outlet for press releases and a sales tool, selling not only tickets to matches, but all official club merchandise. The majority of all official team websites are run by one company, Premium TV (PTV). In the football league (the three professional leagues below the Premier League), all the club websites are created by Premium TV, with numerous clubs in the Premiership also signed up to the company (e.g. Aston Villa).

Meanwhile, there are also three companies that offer football website "franchises". FootyMad.net and rivals.net have a dedicated site for each professional football club in the top four leagues, whilst SportNetwork.net has dedicated sites for 24 of the 92 football clubs.11

Other popular football sites include team forums or messageboards, where members discuss all aspects of the football clubs. In recent years, forums have become very popular, with larger teams having several forums recording heavy activity. Recently, they have even had a direct effect on

---

professional football. In one instance a football player changed his mind about moving clubs when he read what the fans of this prospective club thought of the idea (BBC Website 2005b).

Local newspapers also play an important role in the dissemination of information about the local team, and by extension, their websites also play a part in providing information about the team, particularly where player transfers or rumours about them are important. Finally, other common football related sites include fan sites\(^{12}\) (e.g. Celtic Supporter in London), webzines\(^{13}\) and of course, PHPs.

### 1.10 Chapter Conclusion

The vast number of PHPs on the Internet have, to date, been studied from numerous points of view within various fields such as psychology, information science, computer science and others. They have been useful to study as a way of gaining insight into areas such as gender issues, self presentation and interpersonal communication to name but a few. However, in the recent past, good reasons (e.g. the vast numbers of PHPs available) have emerged to believe that they are of value as information resources. For the purpose of studying the PHP as an information resource, the subject area of professional English football was deemed suitable thanks to the varying informational environments it provides (a vast amount of information and PHPs for the Premier League, yet significantly less information and fewer PHPs for the lower leagues).

The next step was to establish a firm foundation from which to carry out such a study, namely the examination of all current relevant literature. This is detailed in the following chapter.

---

\(^{12}\) Fans of a team create a site to attract other fans of the same team, so as to arrange social events (i.e. watching a game all together in a public venue).

\(^{13}\) The online version of a fanzine.